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GW
BV STEVE MC LAWTON

Staff Writer

Following the stunning announce
ment that The George Washington Uni
versity Law School had fallen three spots
in the latest US News & World Report Law
School rankings, Nota Bene has learned
that Dean Frederick Lawrence will resign
as Dean of the Law School to take overas
Dean of Boston University Law School.
This move comes as BU jumped GW in
the controversial rankings released last
week. BU is now ranked 20th while GW
fell three spots from 19th to 22nd, tied
with Emory University.
Nota Bene was unable to reach
Dean Lawrence for comment, and with
no official announcement expected
from the school until mid-April, the
head administrators are extremely tightlipped. The SBA, however, will send out
a school-wide email later this week ex
pressing its severe displeasure with Dean
Lawrence's sudden departure.
"The timing of the announcement

couldn't be worse," says an SBA execu- ment still comes as a shock, however,
tive board member.
given Lawrence's
"The SBA was on
recent proclama
the cusp of get
tion. "I have no
ting the adminis
interest in the
tration's approval
BU job," Law
for six drink tick
rence said at a
ets at next year's
faculty meeting
Halloween party.
last week. "I am
With the uncer
fully commit
tainty that comes
ted to GW and
with a new dean,
do not want to
we will be unable
waste time an
to achieve this im
swering stupid
portant goal."
speculative ques
While GW
tions."
had hoped that
L a w Dean Lawrence
rence's flip-flop
would lead the
comes at a time
school for many
when several
years to come,
college and pro
Nota Bene has also
coaches have
learned that Law
made similar
Former Dean Frederick M. Lawrence
rence's contract in
unequivocal
announced his departure at a press
cluded an opt-out
statements about
conference last Friday evening.
clause should GW
not leaving their
ever fall below BU,
current position,
Wash U, o r Minnesota. The announce- However, it is worth noting that Law

rence recently hired the same publicist
as current Alabama head football coach
Nick Saban, who adamantly denied that
he was leaving the Dolphins to return to
the college ranks before jumping ship to
Alabama.
"I guess we should have seen this
coming," said the anonymous SBA mem
ber. "I mean, why would a dean need a
publicist, especially one involved in such
a controversial hiring last year?"
The remaining deans are scram
bling to name an interim dean and
start the lengthy search for a new dean.
They are also concerned with the effect
Lawrence's departure will have on the
attrition rate for the incoming lLs, many
of whom visited GW this past weekend
for Preview Weekend.
"This is a pretty big deal," said one
potential member of the class of 2010.
"I mean, I only applied to GW because
it was a Top 20 school. No one wants
to tell their family that they go to a Top
22 school. It's embarrassing." Several
preview students also indicated that they
would be sending in late applications in
hopes of getting on the BU waitlist. •

2L Starts Facebookers Anonymous
to help myself and others."
What Poke decided to do was start
BY PETER T HIEL
Facebookers
Anonymous, a student
Staff Writer
run organization dedicated to helping
students deal with their Facebook addic
George Washington Law student tion. According to Poke, Facebooking is
Jonathan Green likes to Facebook. He now the third most addictive activity at
Facebooks when he wakes up, he Face- GW Law, trailing only binge drinking
books when he's in class, and he Face- internet porn.
books when he's go
"Things reing to sleep.
^ally got dicey for
"If I'm not on
me when I started
He eventually found
Facebook, I'm think
combining my ad
ing about ways I can
dictions," recounts
out she broke up
update my profile or
Poke. "I would wake
with him when she
Wall Postings I can
up after a heavy
changed her Facebook
make as soon as I
night of binge drink
log back on," Green
ing,
and I would
relationship status to
told Nota Bene last
have no idea whose
"Single".
week.
Wall I had posted
Green's enthuon the night before.
siasm for Facebook
I would spend my
is not uncommon
entire morning
among many students on campus. How combing through my friends' profiles,
ever, as with all hobbies, there are some deleting embarrassing postings on Sam
who take their appreciation to dangerous Jammal and Fur Night Club."
levels.
Facebookers Anonymous had their
"When I Facebooked, I spent so first meeting this past week in STU202,
much money giving people $1 "Box which ten students attended.
with a Hole" gifts that I couldn't afford
"I don't have a problem; I only went
my legal supplements," says 2L Steven to the meeting to get some free pizza,"
Poke. "I knew I wasn't alone with my said Green, who left the meeting early to
addiction, so I decided to do something attend to several Facebook Mobile mes

sages he received on his cell phone. "I did
poke a girl in my 1L section so much that
she slapped me one day in the library. But
that was an isolated incident, not a trend.
I've learned from it and moved on."
"Admitting the problem is always
the first step," counters Poke. "My best
friend was so addicted that he wasn't
returning his girlfriends phone calls. He
eventually found out she broke up with
him when she changed her Facebook
relationship status to "Single".
Poke hopes to involve GW ad

Free Pizza Not Actually
Free, Discovers 1L
A 1L, in an attempt to save money, attempted to attend every event
at GW Law his first year that advertised "free pizza." After eight months of
attending meetings ranging from the Anarchist Collective to the Animal Law
Society, the 1L concluded that "free pizza isn't free. You have to listen to these
boring speakers, the meetings always last longer than the flyer promises, and
people give you dirty looks when you leave early."

Features

News

ministrators in his efforts to address
Facebook addiction. Poke contends that
the minority of law students who are
Facebook-firee have higher class ranks,
get more big firm offers, and get laid
more often.
"Let's face it: who wants to see
pictures of you and your pale, nerdy law
student friends hammered at Barrister's
Ball," says Poke. "Law students are in
herently ugly, t he less pictures of us on
the internet, the better."
•
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NEWS
Bottom Third of GW Law
To Receive Recognition as the
Natural Selection Scholars
Stating that those in the lower end of the class rankings deserve special
recognition too, the ever-helpful GW Law Records office has determined that
the bottom third of students are to bedesignated the Natural Selection Scholars,
signifying that they have been separated out from the herd and are ready to be
slaughtered by predatory student loan companies and meaningless jobs.
An informational e-mail accompanying the announcement stated that
the new title will "enable the bottom-feeding students who should have chosen
a different law school to omit their GPA from their resumes, instead writing
'GW Law Natural Selection Scholar.' Although these students would probably
be happier transferring or simply dropping out, at least this way when potential
employers ask—not that these students will ever find work—they have a nifty
way to deflect the question. And come on, adding the word S
' cholar' to the title
makes them sound smart. Even though these students are clearly not smart."

Law Students Swear They
Are Not Socially Retarded
Citing their beer drinking at school and cleverly titled "Bar Review"
every Thursday, GW Law students swear that (despite their reputation) they
are not lame. One student, interviewed while working at school on a Satur
day at 6pm said, "Hey dude, we even have a fraternity! With t-shirts! And we
drink keg beer!" Other students, attending a sparsely attended "Bar Review,"
protested that their reputation as boring, self-centered, work-obsessed douches
was unwarranted. Amid conversations about summer employment at big firms
and their tax law readings, the students stated repeatedly that they were cool.
The students proceeded to get drunk by drinking three expensive mixed

drinks, then attempted to dance for fifteen m inutes before leaving to go home
at 11:15.
O

Point: Using the Bluebook is
worse than drinking rat urine.
By Susan Wong, 1L

The Bluebook is a needy, spoiled diva. I hate it, and I hate it. I hate hat
t
it's four hundred pages long. I hate that it's blue. I hate that there are excep
tions to exceptions incorporated by reference. I hate that it is smug enough to
include a citation to itself in the middle of it, which is kind of like a monkey
throwing its feces at you and then demanding a banana. It's everything that
the public hates about lawyers.
When I lay dying, my body rid
den with disease, covered in pus and bed
sores, pissing in my pants and forgetting where I live, I will wonder where
my time on Earth went. I'm going to point to my time with this humorless,
wretched, tyrannical waste of ink and paper. Hey, Bluebook: f*#k you.

Counterpoint: No; using the
Bluebook is clearly better than
drinking rat urine.
By C. Everett Koop, M.D., former U.S. Surgeon General
Directly ingesting rat urine could prove fatal in human subjects. Accord
ing to the Center for Disease Control, drinking rat urine cause Leptospirosis,
a bacterial disease of the genus Leptospira. Symptoms include high fever,
severe headache, chills,muscle aches, and vomiting, and may include jaundice
(yellow skin and eyes), red eyes, abdominal pain, diarrhea, or a rash. If the
disease is not treated, the patient could develop kidney damage, meningitis,
liver failure, and respiratory distress. In rare cases, death occurs. Though
italic izing periods is surely demeaning, it will not kill you.
•

GW Law Adds
New Man Law and
Georgetown Law
Journals
Controversy over The Man Law
Journal prompted little response from
the SBA.
"You know, they should have been
In response to nearly two years of thanking us instead of complaining,"
student demands for more opportunities said an SBA Senator who did not give
to participate on journals, the Student his name because he is not authorized
Bar Association (SBA) announced last to speak to the media. "They wanted
week that this fall GW students will as- one journal and we gave them two. They
sume control of The
don't have to particiMan Law Journal a nd
pate on Man Law if
The Georgetown Law
they don't want to."
Journal.
"Only a few years
Several student
Currently, both
,
organizations formaljournals are affiliated
iy complained to the
with other institutions.
was unwritten
administration that
The Man Law Journal
and not Unifortttlv
the Man Law Journal
is published by the
.
would only further
Miller Brewing Co.
implemented in
increase alcohol dein Milwaukee, Wissociety. Today I have
pendency among law
consin, and has never
/ students who
students, and particbeen affiliated with a
several stuuenis W H O
ULARLY A MO NG M E N
BY MILL ERR LIGH T

Assistant News Editor

law school previously.

are Working Oil the

However, opposition

to the JournaI disap"
In contrast, the GeorgeFirsf Restatement,
town Law Journal h as
peared completely afbeen the preeminent
mostly on Thursday
ter the Miller Brewing
law journal at Georgethrough Saturday
Co. offered to provide
town Law Center for
' Ut "
^ree a'co^°^c drinks
ni&
S'
nearly 100 years.
at every Thirsty
"By affiliating
Thursday event for
with GW, the Georgethe next ten years.
town Law Journal is sending a clear
In general, however, most student
message that we are the better D.C. law excitement surrounded the journal from
school," said SBA Vice President Brett Georgetown. "I always dreamed of
Sheats. "We are currently in negotiations serving on the staff of a Georgetown
with Harvard Law Review for possibly journal," said Katie Inferiority, 2L. "I
yet another addition next year."
applied to Georgetown Law three times,
Earlier this year, controversy mired once before starting law school, once for
efforts to bring The Man Law journal to fall transfer admission and then again for
GW. The debate was largely prompted spring transfer. This totally makes up for
by objections from students who argued all my rejections." Inferiority also noted
the journal promoted the objectification that it would be easier for her to pretend
and subjugation of women.
she goes to Georgetown Law.
Currently, the Man Law Journal
News of the announcement spread
publishes four times a year and its con- through law building quickly, largely fatent is almost exclusively statements prof- cilitated by SBA President Bryan King's
fered by inebriated men in bars across new bull-horn method of sharing SBA
America. Started in the early 1990s as a announcements with the student body.
Miller Light Beer advertising campaign, "The old e-mail method was pretty
Man Law has become a popular field overrated," said King. "Most of the stuamong young aldent body never
cohol-dependent
checks their emen, particularmail accounts
ly those study"You poke it, you own it."
anyway. This
ing or working
way we're sure
in law.
everyone knows
" M a n
what's happen
"Sharing is caring."
Law is a very
ing."
complicated an
With the
l(Don't fruit the beer."
evolving field,"
journals issue
said Professor
settled, King
Showvanist,
hopes to install
who was hired
a public anlast year by the law school as an expert nouncement system in every classroom
in the field. "Only a few years ago the by next spring. "Right now, it looks
law was unwritten and not uniformly like either Principal Lawrence or Asimplemented in society. Today I have sistant Principal DeVigne will read the
several students who are working on the announcements each morning during
First Restatement, mostly on Thursday second period," he said.
•
through Saturday nights."
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OPINIONS

No Conspiracy Here
BY ELLSWORTH "BUMPY" JOHNSON

Staff Writer

"The way I roll out - it's the real
deal," Professor Orin Kerr says, flashing
over a hundred carats of princess-cut dia
monds in a lattice of solid platinum laid
over his teeth. "I work hard, I play hard,
and I do it all with style.Friday night's my
night to party."
We've just pulled up at Wobble, the
hottest new nightclub in Georgetown,
riding in a brand-new candy-painted mid
night blue-on-black Bugatti Veyron. The
windows are open, the wind is in our hair
(or what's left of it) and we're ready for ac
tion. The custom-built scissor doors slide
up like the drawbridge to an evil wizard's
castle. Our valet raises an eyebrow as he
glances down at the still-twirling rims,
which cast a kaleidoscope of neon bars
fit for a Paul Oakenfold concert.
Keir's caris a nightmare of engineer
ing that would make the most seasoned
NASCAR pit crew burst into tears. As he
brags, "I fly my boy Dr. Fichetti in from
Milan to put a new clearcoat on it once
every other week. Don't even ask about
what we have to do to keep up th
e engine.
After all, the only way I can drive a beast
like this is to red-line it everywhere I go.
Top speed she go a deuce and a half, and
working all sixteen cylinders, this baby's
tires burn out in fifteen minutes. But that's
a moot point, 'cause it'll run out of gas
in twelve." Fortunately, the ride here was
short. It had to be.
Stepping out, Kerr enters a different
kind of driver's seat. He's wearing a pink
silk dress shirt, untucked, with a long
navy blazer draped over his shoulders.
Reptile-skin boots (from a species that's
now extinct) adorn his feet. The shaved
head gleams like a greased bullet. A pair
of trademark square metrosexual glasses
completes the ensemble of a man of quiet
but intense sophistication.
"When you go to a hot club like
Wobble, it helps you get in if you can roll
up in a sweetride and flash lots of cheddar
for bottles," Kerr explains. "But it never
hurts to also come in with...appropriate
arm candy." Ten thousand-dollar a day
supermodel Mandiza serves this pur
pose more than adequately. She is from
Senegal, and her smooth planar features
favor a younger version of David Bowie's
Iman. The tight and sparse muscles of a
dancer bulge underneath her warm cin
namon skin as she emerges and stands
up to her full six feet plus four inches of
heels, towering over her consort.
Inside, a bouncer unhooks the velvet
rope and leads us upstairs past crowds of
gawking hipsters to the V.I.R area, where
a table awaits. Kerr claps his hands and
grunts orders to the staff like a hungry
gorilla, and an array of savory dishes ap
pears on the red velvet tablecloth within
minutes. Take your pick: creme brulee
of foie gras, French scallops with Italian
black truffles, Maine lobster, and Kobe
filet mignon - accompanied by a bottle
of Chateau Latour '32, straight from the
deepest recesses of the club's wine cellar.
We eat lightly, m aking our way through
maybe a quarter of the smorgasbord when
we decide we've had our fill.
Leaving dinner behind, we head
downstairs, where the not-too-loud tones
of a Belgian tech house track wash around
us. We slip through another V.I.P. velvet
rope and head to on a raised platform
above the main dance floor, where we seat
ourselves on oversized papasans covered
in silver lam£. Beautiful men and women

of statuesque features surround us, and it
takes over a minute to exchange smiles,
handshakes, and kisses with them all. Kensuggests that after our rich meal weshould
get a digestif to jump-start our boozing.
Right away, one of our attendants jumps
in to advertise the "Lauren," Wobble's
three-hundred dollar house cocktail.
Kerr shrugs, "Sounds prestigious
enough." He pulls a trio of crumpled bills
from his shirt pocket. "Here's three G's.
Get me a pitcher of it." The server's eyes
fight up almost as brightly as the diamonds
in his customer's mouth. As he scurries to
fill the order, Kerr breaks into a smirk.
"Everyone knows I'm decadent, but I can
be shrewd as well. He's about to find out
that I only tip every other drink."
"Haw haw haw haw haw hawhaw!"
scream his new-found friends.
I shake my head in amazement.
This is true charisma; the divine favor
from the gods of Olympus that the
oracles spoke of. It's like watching Oskar
Schindler working the cabaret to line up
his government contracts.
Kerr is soon holding court over a
swarm of socialites eager to be blessed
by the great man's enduring presence.
These are men and women of power
who cover at his presence andreputation.
His smooth, buttery voice seeps into us
like the warm afterglow of an intimate
encounter. Men want to be his friend.
Women just want him. We hear his lectur
ing about electronic forensic research and
his work at the Justice Department. But
it goes through us without a real effort to
understand, as one who dozes can make

out individual sounds of a conversation
without tying them to words with mean
ing.
In an hour the alcohol has over
come us. We find our attention easily
waylaid. Kerr's monologue breaks and
the group fragments into smaller pockets
of conversation. The music shifts into
grinding Japanese hip-hop. Kerr grooves
with Mandiza on the table, popping his
thumbs and flashing kicks into the air. He
intermittently quaffs from a bottle of Bel
vedere vodka in his hand, by now almost
completely tapped. Nearby, a gaggle of
blonde Brazilian models chatter excitedly
like songbirds, their musical, exoticspeech
barely audible over the heavy bass beat.
One by one, the partygoers fade
from t he picture. By five in the morning,
we are the only ones left. Mandiza has
folded into her chair, asleep, her long legs
doubled against her shapely body like a
human jackknife. Kerr isstill going strong
with a dry martini and a game of solitaire.
But the quiet turns him introspective. He
begins to wax poetic.
"Some people like to hate on me,"
he ruminates. "They see these big dia
monds, that big car, those big drinks, that
big food, those big girls, and these big
glasses, and they either envy it or think
it's all a big wasteful show. But I love
the way I live my fife, and I'm not about
to change it for anybody. My thing is, if
you're lucky enough to find a set that lets
you in, a niche you can fill, it's important
to stick with it and go where it takes you.
And this is my thing: models, bottles,
glamour, all the fine things in fife. Wine,
women, and song, bro. Might not be my
thing forever, but it's what I want to keep
on my plate right now. I'll stay young for
as long as I can keep it up. I'm a' ball 'till
I fall, y'all."
We laugh and make a toast to un
dying youth. From the looks of it, he has
nothing to worry about.
•

Law School Goes
Green
complish this, we willall take shifts work
ing the facility, stirring the pulp before it
BY MAN BEAR PIG
is
dried for re-use. This job might seem
Staff Writer
a bit unsavory - remember that we will
be recycling ALL of our paper products,
The recent visit of Academy Award including cups, the Nota Bene, notepads,
Winner, former VP, environmental hero, paper towels, and toilet paper - but it is
and all-around awesome guy A1 Gore just one of many sacrifices for the good
heralds the beginning of a newera for GW of the planet.
Additional carbon free measures
Law. Our widely respected law school
will enhance its resume by becoming the will include pedal-powered laptop work
first accredited law school to implement a stations, homemade clay coffee cups
comprehensive low carbon impact plan. with coffee brewed in solar percolators,
and a switch to 100%
According to
"••••••••••
organic chalk instead
the law school adminof
those smelly, noisy
istration, "GW will
Additional carbon
marker boards. Our
lead the American
free measures will
energy greedy water
legal establishment
fountains
will be re
into the new millen
include pedalplaced with an ultranium by setting an ex
powered laptop work
efficient pulley-andample for educational
bucket water delivery
stations, homemade
institutions across the
system. Each of us
country. Our students
clay coffee cups with
will be required to
can be proud of the
coffee brewed in solar
maintain a compost
efforts that the ad
heap for disposing
ministration is taking
percolators, and a
of all of our personal
to stop the impending
switch to 100% organic waste, and professors
global disaster. It will
will use megaphones
chalk instead of those
require sacrifices of
instead of those pow
all of us, but if we
smelly, noisy marker
er-hungry classroom
work together we can
boards.
microphones.
ensure that future gen
In order to en
erations can study law
in a world that is eco
sure tViat our collec
logically sound."
tive carbon footprint
Beginning next semester, GW law is as small as possible, GW university at
will begin transitioning to green power. large will cooperate with the law school
The law school will begin by purchasing in re-structuring student dietary choices.
power directly from .local solar and wind Since consuming farm-raised meat
power facilities. Of course, this energy products is an extraordinary contribu
is significantly more expensive than con tor to greenhouse emissions, we will b e
ventional electricity, so we will need to removing the fast-food choices from the
contribute an additional few thousand Marvin Center and the eateries at 2000
dollars of tuition every year. This extra Penn will no longer be permitted to serve
money will be well spent, because it will meat products. While some of our less
also fund the construction of a series of cultured students may resist this change,
windmills and solar panels on the roof of the administration assures us that students
will quickly adapt and leam to love the
the law school.
new environmentally
While this will
unfortunately require
HHHHBBM friendlier
and healthier
menu.
the conversion of the
In cooperation with
faculty conference cen
GW will be at
representatives of
tacking global warming
ter and adjacent patio
from many angles. We
into a powersubstation
Green Peace, the law
will not only be erasing
of sorts, in one popular
school will spearhead our carbon footprint;
professor's words, "it's
we will also take mea
just the first of many
the "adopt a polar
sures to mitigate the
sacrifices that we will
bear" effort.
already present effects
have to make if we a re
on the environment.
going to do our part."
In cooperation with
GW will be the first
law school completely powered without representatives of Green Peace, the law
school will spearhead the "adopt a po
hydrocarbon emissions.
Beginning this summer, the law lar bear" effort. Using donations from
school will replace all manufactured alumni and current students, GW Law
paper products with recyclable organic will purchase several thousand acres of
papyrus. This will of course render our property in Alaska to establish a per
current print stations obsolete, but why manent, human-free refuge for the poor
print cases and law review articles when endangered animals.
We at Nota Bene ar e enthusiastic
we can effectively c ease contributing to
the mass deforestation of our planet. about the upcoming changes. GW will be
The recyclable switch will also of course a trailblazer of sorts, charting the way toa
increase the cost of our textbooks, but low carbon future, and preventing global
what's another twenty or thirty dollars on disaster. We tried to reach Mr. Gore for
comment, but he has been difficult to
a hundred-dollar book?
In order to make the best use of the contact. He is such a pioneer of carbon
new environmentally friendly papyrus, reducing measures that he has given up
we will need to convert a portion of the energy-consuming telephonic communi
school into a recycling facility. We will cation in favor of a cheap and free series
convert LL101 into a facility to recycle of complex signaling flags. He is still
our used paper products with all natural working the bugs out though. So far, his
•
organic materials and green power. Toac- biggest obstacle is fog.
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Nota Bene
Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

Double Time
1

Across
1 Greek mar ketplace
6 Placed at 17 Across
10 Precedes cloth or lea f
14 Garbed
15 Precedes code or rag
16 Helper
17 Aqueduct sigh t
20 Expressed contempt
21 Doughnuts: Slang
22 Type of vote
23 P. T. Barnum 's need
24 Green veggie for short
27
Lanka
29 Toothed wheels
33 Quantitative word
34 Come upon
36 Shake hands
38 1962 Shirley MacLaine
movie
41 Ravi Shankar's instrum ent
42 Iliad & Odyssey author
43 Timetable abbr.
44 Word before pole
46 Pitcher Guidry
47 Precedes pool
48 Mortgage, e.g.
50 Tough serve
52 Makes unhappy
56 Forever
60 Breakfast order
62 Seep
63 Narrow country road

•
1

6

4

3

2

•1

10

8

12

13

19

18

17

11

16

15

14
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21

20

24

7

25

28

26

"

30

31

32

"

33

40

39

38
41

31

*

"

45

44

52

53

54

51

49

48

50

55

61

60
62

"

25 Deprive of humor?
26 Former Japanese capital
28 Sultan of Swat

30 Has life
31 Observe again
32 Chairs
34 Horse's limb
35 Salesman's car
37 Christmas poem lead in
39 Plump
40 Upper house
45 Intermix
4 7 Cheerios, e.g.

Down
1 Carney and Garfunkel
2 Worn with a cap
3 Slender woodwind
4 Overnight flight
5 Idolize
6
eagle

5H

1

"

7 Time frame
8 Curt
9 Cutting
10 Unpleasantly cool and humid
11 Astronaut Sally
12 Scent
13 Congregational resting
places
18 Landlord at times
19 Whole number
23 Hearing aid
24 Jaguars

66 Stares intently
67
-Kettering
Hospital

S8

*

"

65

64 Consumed
65 Appealed to the court

S7

49 Literary composition
51 Goddess of agriculture
52 Discontinue
53 Truant at Ft. Riley
54 Catnap
55 Notable achievement
56 Holiday preceders
57 International org.
58 On the ocean
59 Boston suburb
61 Single

s
M
3
d

a
0
a
o

0
l
V
N

V
3
a
3
3 O
3
S 3
3 a
a V
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If I were two-faced,
would 1 be wearing this
one?
• • • Abraham Lincoln

•

•
•
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a
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a
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•
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Nota Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The George Wash
ington University Law School. Its office is located in the basement at 2008 G
Street, NW, Washington D.C 20052. Email: notabene@law.gwu.edu.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The
George Washington University Law School or Nota Bene. Board Editorials
represent the views of a majority of the Editorial Board. Opinion columns are
reflective of the views of thecolumn's author(s). In articles, the source of infor
mation is identified, and an attempt is made to present a balanced view. In letters,
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